The College is committed to providing a convenient, user-friendly tool. Our latest version of the Morbidity Audit and Logbook Tool (MALT) includes the following user requested enhancements and system improvements:

Rotation period filter added to Journal/Supervisor Journal

SET/PGY Level filter added to Journal/Supervisor Journal

Keyword search on Journal screen extended to SNOMED non-operative management terms

PGY Level filter added to the reports screen for J-Docs

**Rotation period filter**

A new filter to search on specific rotation periods has been added to the Journal and Supervisor Journal screens.

The filter appears for logbook types where rotation periods are applicable. The filter is visible when a relevant Logbook has been selected in the Logbook filter.
**SET level/PGY level filter**

A new filter to search on specific SET level or PGY level has been added to the Journal and Supervisor Journal screens.

The filter appears for logbook types where SET level and PGY level are applicable.

The filter is visible when a relevant Logbook has been selected in the Logbook filter.

**Non-operative management keyword search for SNOMED logbooks**

The keyword search on the Journal view now includes non-operative management terms.
PGY level filter added to report screen

A PGY level filter is now available, allowing J-Docs to specify a PGY level when generating their summary report. It is not mandatory to apply the filter, if no value is selected all PGY levels will be included in the report.